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ACCELERATE EUC TRANSFORMATION
WITH CLOUD ADOPTION
Customers choose EUC solutions on cloud because of the reliability, security, ease of use, scalability
and customization offered by the platforms.
However, a successful Proof of Concept (POC) on cloud for EUC solutions is only a beginning of an EUC
transformation journey. Many enterprises very often fail to move beyond the POC, due to:

Properly identify and
implement different use
cases

Integrate with
applications and
peripherals

Deliver a smooth,
trouble free transition
experience to end-users

Business Agility

Increased
Resource Sharing

Flexibility

Facilitates
Innovation

Great Efficiency
at a Lower Price

Data Security

BENEFITS OF
MOVING TO
THE CLOUD

Better Backup

Better
Collaboration

Anunta’s Cloud Adoption
Anunta’s cloud adoption package accelerates EUC transformation journey for our customers, who:

Clearly have defined
user profiles and are
looking to implement
VDI/DaaS

Already have done a
POC or are actively in
the process

Do not have in-house
team for EUC
implementations

Do not have any
managed services
provider to help
with EUC

Have bought VDI/DaaS
licenses but a struggling
to implement the
solution

Engage with Anunta to kickstart your EUC transformation journey, as we:
Take the first steps towards
implementing VDI/DaaS
Define a full
adoption plan
Take complete ownership of the
EUC transformation from
discovery and migration
To completely stabilize the environment before handing
it over as a steady state operation to the customer’s IT
team/existing MSP in a time bound manner.
Learn How Anunta can accelerate your EUC transformation and deliver unmatched end-user
experience for your always connected workforce.
Click here to know more
Anunta® is a leading provider of End-User Computing (EUC) solutions that help enterprises address today’s application delivery challenges by migrating from traditional client-server
architecture to a unified desktop and application services environment. Our solutions are focused on simplifying IT and maximizing performance and availability at the user end, at an
optimum cost.
www.anuntatech.com

Follow us on:

